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The technology for large-scale electrical recordings is
rapidly improving, and extracellular recordings with multi-
electrode arrays now offer a unique window into neural
activity at the population level. The high-frequency part of
the recorded signal (MUA; multi-unit activity) is a mea-
sure of action-potential firing of neurons in the immediate
vicinity of the electrode contacts, while the low-frequency
part (LFP; local-field potential) appears to mainly be a
measure of subthreshold dendritic activity of surrounding
neurons [1,2]. The interpretation of MUA and LFP signals
in terms of neural circuit activity is not straightforward,
however, and new analysis methods are needed to take full
advantage of the technological developments.
Laminar population analysis (LPA) [1] was introduced a
few years ago as a new method for extracting information
about population activity. Based on physiologically-con-
strained joint modeling of the MUA and LFP signals, both
the (i) laminar organization and time-resolved firing rates
of the main cortical populations, and (ii) the functional
synaptic connection patterns between these populations,
were estimated. Later, the population firing-rates extracted
by means of LPA were used to specify mathematical
neural-network models describing thalamocortical and
intracortical connections between neural populations in
the rat somatosensory (barrel) system [3].
In Ref. [1] LPA was used to analyze stimulus-averaged
laminar (linear) electrode data from the rat barrel sys-
tem, and the predicted time-resolved population firing
rates and synaptic connection patterns were found to be
in qualitative agreement with previous experimental
findings. Here we apply LPA to recently recorded lami-
nar-electrode data from the primary auditory cortex of
rats [4]. In this study the rats were exposed to a large
variety of different auditory stimuli to investigate the
phenomenon known as ‘stimulus-specific adaptation’, i.
e., that neurons respond stronger to unexpected stimuli.
Such rich data sets where the cortical neural circuits of
interest potentially exhibit a large variety of activation
patterns, are particularly well suited for analysis by
means of LPA. Results from LPA analysis will be pre-
sented, highlighting the differences and similarities seen
between the sensory-evoked cortical response patterns
in primary auditory and somatosensory cortices of rats.
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